
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA


UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,


Plaintiff,


v.


PHILIP MORRIS USA INC.

f/k/a PHILIP MORRIS INC.,

et al.,


Defendants.


:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:


Civil Action No. 99-2496 (GK)


ORDER #600


The United States has filed a Motion for Evidentiary and


Monetary Sanctions Against Philip Morris USA (“Philip Morris”) and


Altria Group Due to Spoliation of Evidence. Upon consideration of


the Motion, the Opposition, the Reply, and the entire record


herein, the Court concludes that the Motion should be granted in


part and denied in part.


WHEREFORE, it is this 21st day of July, 2004,


ORDERED that Philip Morris and Altria Group are precluded from


calling as fact or expert witnesses at trial any individual who has


failed to comply with Philip Morris’ own internal document


retention program, including Peter Lipowicz and the ten other


individuals identified by Philip Morris; and it is further


ORDERED that Philip Morris and Altria Group are jointly


required to pay a monetary sanction of $2,750,000 into the Court


Registry no later than September 1, 2004; and it is further




ORDERED that Philip Morris and Altria Group shall reimburse


the United States, no later than September 1, 2004, in the amount


of $5,027.48. 


/s/

Gladys Kessler

United States District Judge


Copies via ECF to all

counsel of record
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Civil Action No. 99-2496 (GK)


MEMORANDUM OPINION


The United States has filed a Motion for Evidentiary and


Monetary Sanctions Against Philip Morris USA (“Philip Morris”) and


Altria Group Due to Spoliation of Evidence (“Motion”). Upon


consideration of the Motion, the Opposition, the Reply, and the


entire record herein, the Court concludes that the Motion should be


granted in part and denied in part.


On October 19, 1999, this Court entered Order #1, First Case


Management Order for Initial Scheduling Conference, requiring


preservation of “all documents and other records containing


information which could be potentially relevant to the subject


matter of this litigation.”  Order #1, ¶ 7 at 4-5. Despite this


Order, Defendants Philip Morris and Altria Group deleted electronic


mail (“email”) which was over sixty days old, on a monthly


systemwide basis for a period of at least two years after October


19, 1999. In February, 2002, Defendants became aware that there




was inadequate compliance with Order #1, as well as its own


internal document retention policies, and that some emails relevant


to this lawsuit were, in all likelihood, lost or destroyed. It was


not until June 19, 2002, four months after learning about this


serious situation, that Philip Morris notified the Court and the


Government. Moreover, despite learning of the problem in February


2002, Philip Morris continued its monthly deletions of email in


February and March of 2002.


The parties have set forth in great detail the facts


pertaining to Philip Morris’ policies for preservation of documents


and emails. Such policies were created with and approved by its


parent company, Altria Group. Despite the lengthy submissions and


explanations, there is no question that a significant number of


emails have been lost and that Philip Morris employees were not


following the company’s own internal procedures for document


preservation. What is particularly troubling is that Phillip


Morris specifically identified at least eleven employees who failed


to follow the appropriate procedures, and that those eleven


employees hold some of the highest, most responsible positions in


the company. These individuals include officers and supervisors


who worked on scientific, marketing, corporate, and public affairs


issues that are of central relevance to this lawsuit.


Specifically, they include, among others, the Director of Corporate


Responsibility, the Senior Principal Scientist in Research
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Development and Engineering, and the Senior Vice President of


Corporate Affairs. All but one of the eleven employees were


noticed for deposition by the United States. 


The Government points out the following undisputed facts:


Philip Morris deleted and irretrievably lost email of

employees with responsibility for: (1) tracking

cigarette brand demographics such as the age and race of

smokers as well as where they lived and where they

purchased their cigarettes; (2) the review of yearly

marketing plans; (3) planning, creating, and executing

Marlboro event programs, such as the Marlboro Bar

Program, the Marlboro Party at the Ranch Program, and the

Marlboro Racing School; and (4) conducting consumer

research on individual smokers through means such as

interviews and focus groups and using Philip Morris

databases which track cigarette market share figures to

support Philip Morris’s marketing initiatives. Philip

Morris deleted and irretrievably lost email from

employees serving as: (1) the highest level person at

Philip Morris who is responsible for marketing Marlboro;

(2) the Senior Vice President for Marketing at Philip

Morris; (3) a Senior Branch Manager for Marlboro at

Philip Morris USA; and (4) the Director of Marketing and

Sales Decision Support.


. . . [T]he employees specifically identified by Philip

Morris as those who failed to preserve relevant email

include officers and supervisors with responsibility for

corporate policy, Master Settlement Agreement compliance,

media relations and public statements and positions on

issues highly relevant to the United States’ claims in

this action, such as the health effects of exposure to

cigarette smoke. Philip Morris deleted and irretrievably

lost email of employees with responsibility for: (1)

communicating Philip Morris’s positions to the media on

tobacco-related issues, including, for example, message

points for use in response to likely media inquiries

regarding a Philip Morris brochure for parents on youth

smoking prevention and a “message track” for responding

to the American Legacy Foundation’s “Truth” advertising

campaign; (2) all press releases that are issued by

Philip Morris USA regarding Philip Morris’s business

policies and positions; and (3) advertising and

communication of Philip Morris’s positions on tobacco
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related issues, including the Master Settlement Agreement

and environmental tobacco smoke. Philip Morris deleted

and irretrievably lost email from employees serving as:

(1) Director of Corporate Responsibility, Planning and

Programs; (2) Senior Vice President of Corporate Affairs;

and (3) Vice President of Communications and Public

Affairs.


The employees specifically identified by Philip Morris as

those who failed to preserve relevant email also include

officers and supervisors with responsibility for research

on potentially less harmful cigarette products, as well

as new cigarette product design and development.


Motion at 45-47; see also, 19-21.


In short, it is astounding that employees at the highest


corporate level in Philip Morris, with significant responsibilities


pertaining to issues in this lawsuit, failed to follow Order #1,


the document retention policies of their own employer, and, in


particular, the “print and retain” policy which, if followed, would


have ensured the preservation of those emails which have been


irretrievably lost. Moreover, it must be noted that Philip Morris


is a particularly sophisticated corporate litigant which has been


involved in hundreds, and more likely thousands, of smoking-related


lawsuits. 


The only issue is what remedy is appropriate. As a practical


matter, as this Court noted at the January, 2003 status hearing,


“you cannot recreate what has been destroyed.” Transcript, January


17, 2003 Status Hearing, at 39. Because we do not know what has


been destroyed, it is impossible to accurately assess what harm has


been done to the Government and what prejudice it has suffered.
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See In re Prudential Insurance Co., 169 F.R.D. 598, 616 (D.N.J.


1997). 


The Government requests four different forms of relief.


First, it seeks an adverse inference that Philip Morris “has


researched how to target its marketing at youth and actively


marketed cigarettes to youth through advertising and marketing


campaigns that are intended to entice young people to initiate and


continue smoking, manipulated the nicotine content of its


cigarettes in order to create and sustain smokers’ addiction, and


failed to market potentially less hazardous cigarettes after


October 19, 1999.” Memorandum in Support of United States’ Motion,


at 67. 


There is no doubt that the Court has the authority to impose


such a sanction for a discovery violation as serious and as


irremediable as Philip Morris’ email destruction. Webb v. District


of Columbia, 146 F.3d 964, 971 (D.C. Cir. 1998); Shea v. Donohoe


Construction Co., 775 F.2d 1071, 1074 (D.C. Cir. 1986). However,


the Court has concluded, in the exercise of its discretion and with


knowledge of the breadth of issues involved in this lawsuit, that


such a far-reaching sanction is simply inappropriate. In Bonds v.


District of Columbia, 93 F.3d 801, 808 (D.C. Cir. 1996), the Court


of Appeals emphasized that “[t]he choice of sanctions should be


guided by the ‘concept of proportionality’ between offense and


sanction.” See Shea, 795 F.2d at 1077. The sanction sought by the
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United States fails to meet this test and simply casts too wide a


net.


Second, the Government requests that Philip Morris be


precluded from calling Peter Lipowicz as a fact or expert witness


at trial. That request is granted. Mr. Lipowicz, as well as any


other individual who has failed to comply with Philip Morris’ own


internal document retention program, will be precluded from


testifying in any capacity at trial.


Third, the Government requests that Philip Morris and Altria


Group be precluded from asserting compliance with the Master


Settlement Agreement as a defense to the United States’ claims.


This remedy is unnecessary since the Court has already ruled in


Order #537 that the Master Settlement Agreement, in and of itself,


cannot constitute a defense to the United States’ claims.


Fourth and finally, the Government requests that Philip Morris


and Altria Group pay a monetary sanction of $2,995,000 to the Court


Registry as punishment for their egregious violation of Order #1.


A monetary sanction is appropriate. It is particularly appropriate


here because we have no way of knowing what, if any, value those


destroyed emails had to Plaintiff’s case; because of that absence


of knowledge, it was impossible to fashion a proportional


evidentiary sanction that would accurately target the discovery


violation. Despite that, it is essential that such conduct be


deterred, that the corporate and legal community understand that
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such conduct will not be tolerated, and that the amount of the


monetary sanction fully reflect the reckless disregard and gross


indifference displayed by Philip Morris and Altria Group toward


their discovery and document preservation obligations.


Consequently, Philip Morris and Altria Group will be jointly


required to pay a monetary sanction of $2,750,000 into the Court


Registry no later than September 1, 2004.1 In addition, Phillip


Morris and Altria Group will be required to reimburse the United


States for the costs associated with a Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(b)(6)


deposition on email destruction issues. Those costs are a minimal


$5,027.48. 


July 21, 2004  /s/

Gladys Kessler

United States District Judge


1 Philip Morris identified eleven corporate managers and/or

officers who failed to comply with the “print and retain” policy.

Each such individual is being sanctioned in the amount of $250,000.
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